Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

FMT-105 Balls Bolts

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the three task components
from each other
Uses hand-eye coordination to thread a
wooden ball onto a bolt
Uses dexterity of fingers to place nut onto
bolt
Uses wrist movement to twist and tighten
the nut onto the bolt
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses appropriate strength when tightening
nut
Uses both hands simultaneously to
assemble the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

FMT-105 Balls Bolts

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the three task components
from each other
Uses wrist movement to twist off and
loosen the nut from the bolt
Uses hand-eye coordination to remove the
wooden ball from the bolt
Twists nut the correct direction to loosen
nut
Recognizes common attributes to sort
items
Uses both hands simultaneously to
disassemble the task
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

MAT-101 Poker Chips

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the three task components
from each other
Identifies chips colors by their name
Matches chip colors to jar lid colors
Uses jig to match chips to their picture
Recognizes when one of each item is
represented on the jig and items are ready
to be placed in their containers
Uses finger dexterity when placing chips
into small containers
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to
assemble the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

MAT-102 Gloves

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Recognizes common attributes-specifically
color/pattern-to group items into pairs
Uses finger, thumb, and palm strength
when opening and closing clothespin to
pair gloves
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to
assemble the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

MAT-202 Doll Shoes

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Recognizes common attributes to group
items into pairs
Uses pincer grasp to grip doll shoes
Uses palmer grasp to grip doll shoes
Uses finger dexterity and hand-eye
coordination to place doll shoes into small
compartments
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to
complete the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

MAT-301 Butterflies

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Recognizes common attributes-specifically
color-to group items into pairs
Uses pincer grasp to grip the butterflies
and jars
Uses palmer grasp to grip the butterflies
and jars
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses wrist movement to twist on jar lid
Uses hand-eye coordination to place
butterflies into the small jar
Uses both hands simultaneously to
complete the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

MAT-401 Counting 1 to 10

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the three task components
from each other
Uses pincer grasp to grip objects
Uses palmer grasp to grip objects
Differentiates item characteristics to
identify object by name
Matches object to label using colored
picture
Counts sequentially from 1 to 10
Uses one-to-one correspondence when
counting objects
Manipulates objects to place them in
appropriate boxes
Uses appropriate palm strength and
hand-eye coordination to place lids on
boxes
Uses both hands simultaneously to
complete the task
Uses sensory input to maintain
appropriate proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during
task
Grips and releases components
intentionally

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

PIO-208 Soap

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Uses pincer grasp to grip soap and
container
Uses palmer grasp to grip soap and
container
Identifies container colors by name
Uses finger dexterity and hand strength to
place soap in the container
Uses palm strength to snap the container
shut
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to
complete the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

PIO-302 Pill Containers

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Uses pincer grasp to grip the containers
Uses palmer grasp to grip the containers
Use visual discrimination skills and print
concepts to distinguish colors
Orders the pill containers in the correct
order by color
Use dexterity of fingers and wrist
movement to guide the container into a
slot
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to
complete the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during
assembly task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

PIO-404 Rubber Balls by Size

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Recognizes common attributesspecifically size of balls
Describes balls as small, medium, or
large
Uses pincer grasp to grip the balls
Uses palmer grasp to grip the balls
Uses size of item to determine the
correct hole to place the item
Uses hand-eye coordination to
manipulate item into the correct hole
Uses both hands simultaneously to
complete the task
Transfers items to new locations

Uses sensory input to maintain
appropriate proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during
task
Grips and releases components
intentionally

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

SRT-109 Plastic Fruit

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the task components from
each other
Uses pincer grasp to grip fruit
Uses palmer grasp to grip fruit
Recognizes common attributes to group
like-items
Uses hand-eye coordination, finger
dexterity, and wrist movement to place
fruit into a slotted divider
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to sort
the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

SRT-301 Fancy Pencils

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Uses pincer grasp to grip pencils
Uses palmer grasp to grip pencils
Recognizes common attributes-specifically
color/pattern-to group items
Uses hand-eye coordination, finger
dexterity, and wrist movement to place
pencils into a slotted divider
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to sort
the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

STK-101 Plastic Cups

Skilled Displayed
Independently

Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Distinguishes between different colors of
the cups
Uses pincer grasp to grip cups
Uses palmer grasp to grip cups
Interlocks cups to create a sturdy stack
Groups one color on each cup
Grips and releases cups intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to
assemble the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain appropriate
proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Student Name: _____________________________________________
Task Performance Date(s): ___________________________________

Skill Not
Displayed
despite prompts
and guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Inconsistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with physical
guidance

Skill Displayed
Consistently
with Verbal or
Visual Prompts

Skilled Displayed
Independently

STK-401 CD Stackers

Distinguishes the two task components
from each other
Recognizes CD attributes-specifically
color-to group items
Uses pincer grasp to grip CDs
Uses palmer grasp to grip CDs
Uses hand-eye coordination and wrist
movement to place CD onto spindle
Groups one color on each spindle
Grips and releases components
intentionally
Uses both hands simultaneously to
assemble the task
Transfers items to new locations
Uses sensory input to maintain
appropriate proprioceptive feedback
Self checks personal progress during
task

Student Work Habits - Check the appropriate description
During the task the student:
□ Was eager and worked hard to complete the task
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed verbal cues
□ Was willing to attempt the task but needed physical guidance
□ Was uncooperative or unwilling to attempt the task
Anecdotal Notes:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

